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Tracking software + G4SBS update
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ECAL final shower coordinate resolution

Note: y offset of ~7.5 mm results from 
vertical deflection in SBS fringe field

Update on G
E

p Tracking: Analysis improvements

 - Had implemented Andrew’s ECal analysis. More details in : 

https://hallaweb.jlab.org/12GeV/SuperBigBite/sbssimwg/20190128/Puckett_SBS_Software_Jan28_2019.pdf

https://hallaweb.jlab.org/12GeV/SuperBigBite/sbssimwg/20190128/Puckett_SBS_Software_Jan28_2019.pdf
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Update on G
E

p Tracking: Analysis improvements

We cannot, from ECal and CDet information only, extract the vertex information 
=> we have to make assumptions
 - “Following” Andrew’s idea of binning the target and use the center of the bin as vertex (see 
link in previous slide)

=> right now, doing the analysis only for the bin in which the true vertex is located (not yet 
doing all possible combinations).

 - To restrain tracking search region: setting two dummy planes, sandwiching the FT and build 
a hit in each of them, to account for the fact we know both the track position and its direction.
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Update on G
E

p Tracking: Analysis improvements

Constraints on the proton track from the electron arm (assuming vertex)

Search region 
(2 of dummy plane resolution – 
yes, it can be changed in DB)

Need scan of efficiency as 
function of 

X
 dummy plane
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Strips ADC threshold determination

NB : in this picture, thresholds on the ADC sum and the Max ADC peak (samp 1,2,3) 
have been set resp. to 180 and 40 (values we will be using in the following).
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Scan of efficiency as a function of 
X
 (ft/back dummy plane)

Marginal improvement (esp. beyond 9mm)
=> will just let more background in in full luminosity scenario…
Settling on lowest cut...

Strip ADC sum > 180 (ADCsamp(1,2,3) > 40)
Search region 2 of dummy plane resolution


X
 (bk dummy plane) = 1.083 * 

X
 (ft dummy plane)
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/NDF

NB : no additional cut on 2 applied – yet
But TreeSearch 2 cut is already turned on.

Reconstructed track vertex
Reconstructed track momentum / 
elastic momentum difference

Track 2 fit

Need : recomparison of track 
with reconstructed electron

NB : 20 % background ≡ 20 % of total luminosity

Selection variables for ‘‘good’’ tracks

Possibly many tracks after processing Tree search (esp w/ bkgd)=> need post analysis selection
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Requiring that track has good momentum removes more tracks in the background case 
(perhaps cause I am using exactly the same cuts – should I not? Needs optimization...)

Strip ADC sum > 180 (ADCsamp(1,2,3) > 40)
Search region 2 of dummy plane resolution


X
 (ft dummy plane) = 

Y
 (ft dummy plane) = 6mm


X
 (back dummy plane) = 

Y
 (back dummy plane) = 6.5mm

Current status: ~90 % efficiency with no background
~70 % efficiency at 20 % of nominal luminosity

Current status for G
E

p tracking efficiency
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Work in progress;

As of now, ~90 % efficiency with no background, 70 % at 20 % luminosity
Selection being optimized.

TODO:
 * optimize the selection over a few other quantities (e.g. hit ADC asymmetry)

 * Recalculate the track against the electron information, optimize the ‘‘good track’’ selection 
afterwards...

 * then go ahead and evaluate the efficiency at 100 % background.

Other things on back-burner: cross-check on G
M

n

Summary of tracking status
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Updates on G4SBS:

G
E

n Recoil Polarimeter (contribution from David Hamilton, Glasgow)
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(contribution – and slide courtesy - 
from Rachel Montgomery)
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Backup
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Correlations between the variables on previous slides
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